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Abstract
The Raising Spirit project began as a participatory one using photo-elicitation. Across the project, the role of photographs shifted from objects meant to elicit Blackfoot childrearing values to bundles of relations realized in a photographic complex that unsettled boundaries between young and old, settler and Indigenous, and university and community. Adapting design approaches to coding the photographs moved our work beyond conventional challenges to the photographic representation of Indigenous North Americans. Like Blackfoot bundles, the transfers of knowledge through the photographic bundle built relationships and mediated expectations about what research, tradition, and other ways of knowing can be.

Raising Spirit began as a photo-elicitation project designed to prompt reflection on and articulation of values that may be practiced but not be explicitly voiced. I had suggested it as a form of auto-ethnography in Heider’s (1975, pp.3) sense of a routine-eliciting technique to get at the Dani’s own account of “what people do.” By combining this approach with community-based participatory action research (Hall, 1992), 8000 photographs of everyday moments of raising children were taken by Opokaa’sin caregivers.

These photos became the anchor in a project that ranged widely in the communities reached, relationships built, and methods employed. They were the focus of interviews with the participant-photographers, with powwow participants, with Elders, and with young children. Layers of voices were recorded talking about a selection of the photographs. Children and youth produced art in reaction to them. Field trips to sacred sites were taken with knowledge keepers and traditional stories were recorded to provide context for the values reflected in them. They were collated, indexed, and coded by Indigenous high school and university students. Experimental, design-based, collaborative ethnographic work was done with them. Ultimately, they were handed over to Opokaa’sin for their use, and with the hope that other images might be added by community members to sustain the library as a living resource for the future.
I am not a visual anthropologist. Prompting the collection and use of so many photographs made me anxious. My anxiety was compounded because, for the first time, most of the ethnographic fieldwork was not done by me. Stepping away from the embodied experience of first-hand fieldwork and the presumed authority conferred was disorienting. I didn’t take the photographs or do the interviews around them. I wasn’t always present for the work with young people, and my work with the young researchers, settler and Indigenous, was filtered through the work of Amy and Erin. Instead, I supervised all the people doing the work.

It was the photographs that knotted together my participation in this project with the work of youth under my supervision. I charted the travel of these photographs through Blackfoot Territory in their fieldnotes, their blogs, their stories about what they had done on their field trips, and in their shared anxieties about what we were doing and what it meant for them and for Blackfoot peoples generally. All of this was troubling to me. What was my responsibility to these stories that were not my own but that were shaped by Blackfoot Territory? And what was my responsibility to the young researchers who were in my care and who were powerfully affected by this work, its limits, its ethical dilemmas, its complex skein of relationships, and its implications of properly identifying the traditional and the culturally authentic?

Photographs of Indigenous people in North America have been a particularly powerful point of contention in terms of representation (Glass, 2009). Although in this case Indigenous, primarily Blackfoot, parents were making choices about what to photograph, the underlying logic of the initial project had been to locate and elicit a tradition of values still practiced despite violent disruption. This logic of lost tradition was not only my own, but that of our Indigenous collaborators. This was one reason why my recognition of the colonizing implications of choosing photo-elicitation was slow in coming. It was evident that the project photographs were entangled with memory and desire for the participant photographers and their interlocutors. This desire registers a broader desire by Indigenous peoples whose images have been captured and collected for so long to re-appropriate not just images but memory (Seesequasis, 2019).

The goal of preservation was driven by the sense, felt by many of our Blackfoot collaborators, that histories of childrearing practices were still being erased through foster care and a broken child-care system.

The original goals of the project included revitalizing language and increasing cultural resilience by identifying key values. The work focused on adult photographers and interlocutors. Later, as project goals shifted to the development of a digital storytelling library available through a mobile application, the work also shifted to center young people and incorporate them as researchers. They were charged with adding to knowledge about the photographs and helping to interpret the meanings of the original photographs through a
variety of media. Young people from kindergarten to university age interviewed and were interviewed, made art, produced exhibits, coded photographs, and related them to traditional stories.

We experimented with a design approach to coding the photographs in relation to all the other material produced to organize and build the digital library. Mixed groups gathered to identify and connect values represented in the photographs to the Blackfoot terms identified through research with community members and Elders. These groups included, variously: old and young, university and community members, Indigenous and settler folk, and students and faculty. This collaborative analysis was mediated through the photographs themselves, often placed in the centre of a large sheet of brown paper which served as the canvas for coding notes, connections, field observations, doodling, and relationship building. Although what was represented in the photograph was the presenting problem, it was the act of sitting together to contemplate values that became the most significant and transformative work of the project.

![Collaborative coding at one of our first design studios.](image)

The work in the second half of the project exploded some of the early and accepted approaches to ethnographic research on other ways of knowing. What was “elicited” was no traditional framework but rather the emergent hopes for connection to values at play among Indigenous young people, including those living off-reserve and in care, and the possible futures imagined through such ethnographic methods for sharing other ways of being across difference for settler and Indigenous young people alike (de la Cadena and Blaser, 2018).
The repatriation (and digitization) of photographs from museums and archives (Lydon, 2010; Seesequasis, 2019) to their original communities is part of yet one more return to decolonizing anthropology. Resignification of the photographs after return transfers has been considered as well (Glass, 2009). Huleah Tsinhnahjinne (2003, pp.41), a Seminole/Muscogee/Dine’ photographer, describes the beautiful day when she decided to “take responsibility to reinterpret images of Native people.” Yet, for the Raising Spirit project, the collaborative production and interpretation of images was done by Indigenous people alongside the diverse others brought together by the project. Relations of difference were mediated not just by the images but the photographs as material objects themselves.

Ultimately, it was not what the pictures depicted that mattered so much as how they served as bundles of relations. Edwards (2012) considers the photograph as a relational object and the photography complex as sets of “photographic relations and the complex purposes and practices that entangle the photographic image” and that have the “capacity to mobilize new material realities” (Edwards, 2012, pp.223). The agency of the photograph itself is activated by “networks of humans and nonhumans, people and things” (ibid.). The Raising Spirit photographs bundled together relationships across apparent community divides and, as it happens, Blackfoot ways of knowing provides a way to understand this.

Blackfoot ceremonial life centers on bundles of sacred objects conceived as living beings and transferred between people and ritual societies as a medium of exchange and connection, and as sets of relationships that include both human and other than human (Noble, 2007). These bundles are relational objects like the photographs themselves. For our project, the photographs entangled traditionalists with young people in foster care, postdoctoral fellows with kindergartners, university researchers with agency social workers and educators. This photographic bundle mediated expectations about what research, tradition, and other ways of knowing can be.
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